Arquivo.pt: the Portuguese Web Archive
Short updates
Daniel Gomes
Dissemination video in Portuguese and English

Available for you at:
• www.arquivo.pt
• youtu.be/dqGoVILi3gs
2 600 million files archived since 1996
Infrastructure was reinforced

Disk

Memory

Operation capability until 2019
Our team: talk to them!

Daniel Bicho  
Hugo Viana  
Fernando Melo
Resumed development: Fénix release

More robust service: availability = 100%
Reorganized the information on our website

http://sobre.arquivo.pt
Started collaborative collections!

- Online publications
- R&D projects
- Elections
Search service is becoming more well-known

- Increasing number of users
  - 4,090 users per month
On going work

• PyWB integration almost ready
  – Memento support
  – Try it at p27.arquivo.pt (development version)
New Replay User interface
More about our work during the GA and WAC

Tuesday, **11:30**
- Architecture of the Portuguese Web Archive Search System

Thursday, **11:00**
- Recovering and Improving the Resilience of Arquivo.pt
- Preserving the .EU Domain

Thursday, **14:00**
- A Comparison Between the Performance of Wayback Machine